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Abstract—There are many advantages of Open Government Data (OGD), but also some problems on using those data. The purpose of this study is to find out the mainly factor of typhoon which brings impact on northeast tourism destination through analyzing OGD. Typhoon data was collected from warning report, and there were 22 typhoons between 2012-2015. To each typhoon, researchers matched the related typhoon disaster expenditures which were recorded by Northeast and Yilan Coast National Scenic Area Administration. A discriminant analysis was used to discover which characteristics of typhoon caused rehabbing expenditure of tourism destination. The result showed that there were two mainly characteristics of typhoon. One was the path of typhoon, and the other one was the monthly amount of typhoon approaching Taiwan. The average percentage of correction of discriminant function was 90.9%. According to the result, we suggested the northeast tourism destination manager should pay attention the typhoon path, especially category 2 and 3. Besides, as being hit by several typhoons within a month, tourism destination need to notice the recovery of tourism destination and reinforce the precaution for suffering from second injury.

Index Terms—Destination management, discriminant analysis, e-government, open data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the proliferation of the Internet and the universal of the cloud storage service, this innovative technique fosters a significant information flow. For the sake of reaching more synergetic development, numerous organizations establish the bridge of open data that makes a large volume of information available to the public [1]. Open data is closely related to people’s live. Applying open data is capable for the company to improve its technical, commercial and financial process, and thus increase operational performance [2]. Open data not only plays as an importance role and provide business services, but widely use in each industry. This encourages many countries initially offer open government data (OGD) and represent a shift from a closed to an open system gradually [1]-[3].

Governments have conducted many long-term surveys for many years. Because the concept of open data flourishes, those data are accessible to citizens. In other words, setting a OGD makes the system of government become much more open. Governments conducted all kinds of research over the years and accumulate different forms of data. It will carry out economic growth, improvements in democracy and better public services which covers economy, society, tourism and general consumption [2]. For the effective governance, transparency, accountability and citizen participation in democratic processes and policy making, governments begin to undertake the openness of data and establish the mechanism of e-government. Regardless of the great benefits to the society, citizens and business, e-government provides faster request processing, reduction in response times, cost reductions, bridging the digital divide, tailoring services to individuals' needs and the active participation of citizens in the government processes [4].

Furthermore, e-government transfers the administration to public-private partnerships and links government data sharers with user communities. Governments encourage the cooperation such as educational groups to bring plenty of innovations and brisk activities, which differ from conventional governance that facilitate government to provide better services [5].

However, as governments provide OGD or e-government services, it is not adaptable to promote the utility of data and assist affairs. For governments, the cost of releasing data through these OGD portals is less than rendering it into reports or applications. Yet, for data consumers, publishing data online can cause interoperability, scalability, and usability problems [5]. For the partnership of private sector and academia, there are two key challenges. The former may leak valuable information to competitors, and the later may lack motivation to address problems posed by firms [6].

Taiwan Government established “DATA.GOV.TW” in 2013. The data is collected from both central and local government, and the category of data contains most public affairs, including education, finance, economy, meteorology, transportation and any information related to publics. The purpose of building Taiwan OGD are to enhance transparency in governance, increase quality of life, and satisfy the need of industry. There are three steps to implement the Taiwan OGD: (1) data is open to citizens and enterprises; (2) the principle is no charge; (3) data release and exchange based on quantitative, automatic, and systematic. Through publishing OGD, Taiwan Government expect the cooperation between difference ministries and private sectors. It will bring win-win to government, publics, and industries [7].
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Tourism industry faced the external environment and demonstrated sensitivity to disruptions to the political, economic, military, and cultural affairs of nations. As the crisis emerge from the external incident, which would change the destination image and thus effect tourists’ buying behavior or travel experience. However, few research were conducted and aimed at the crisis management of destination image [8], [9]. Especially, as the crisis occurs, the private sector merely received the warning from the government and had lack of preparation [8]. In order to minimize the loss caused from the crisis, establishing an advance disaster warning system is the upmost issue to the government. Not only provide the information to publics, also need the support from the private sector and organization. Proactive planning can decrease risks, the waste of time, lacking resource management and lessen the influences caused by disaster and crisis that helps destination image recovery rapidly and independently [10].

Crisis management contains pre-crisis prevention, crisis response and post-crisis [11]. Pre-crisis prevention is considered as the organization of tourism destination actively predict the occurrence of crisis and mentally or physically prepare for precaution. Moreover, to identify upcoming incident and to use warning system to scan and detect the crisis. Besides, to evaluate the seriousness and propose the way to deal with a situation. For the concept of crisis response and post-crisis is the adaptability to the crisis which means to enhance reactivity. Moreover, cumulating the experience from the beginning of crisis till the end of any managed mechanism, which can decrease the negative consequence of crisis.

For the operational management of tourism destination, it is a critical phase that crisis could be detected and analyzed before warning signal. If we ignore this phase, it would bring about enormous damage during next phase and would be difficult to control the loss. It is the reason that the crisis of natural disaster is inescapable. In order to efficaciously manage the crisis immediately, warning system is needed to let the organization of tourism destination face the crisis [9].

Disaster and crisis have various types, includes the management negligence which is internal environment, on the other hand, the politics, economy and natural disaster is regarded as external environment. Among all, natural disaster is often unexpected and uncontrollable such as flood, earthquake, typhoon and drought. It is an inevitable and spontaneous incident for tourism destination. With regard to Taiwan, typhoon has caused enormous damage and frequent destruction [9], [11]. However, current prevention of tourism destination which transforms the meteorological information into the scope of disaster is obviously insufficient. It would cause the tourism destination managers unable to understand the disaster warning, and thus mismanage the precaution [12].

The purpose of this study is to find out the mainly factor of typhoon which brings impact on northeast tourism destination through analyzing OGD. Researchers also try to assist the manager of northeast tourism destination in using OGD to make preparation for natural disaster risk. In this study, researchers used OGD, Typhoon Warning Report, to help manager apply and covert the data into useful information. With the great help, it can improve the analytic ability of typhoon disaster message and inform managers about the scope of disaster. Then, managers can effectively proceed the precaution and preparation.

II. METHOD

A. Data Collection

In this study, we applied the open government data – Typhoon Database – established by Central Weather Bureau, Republic of China (Taiwan) in order to assistant tourism destination in conducting risk management of typhoon disaster. From the perspective of risk management, detecting and analyzing warning information is very first step. It can help tourism destination control and prepare for risk effectively. Therefore, the researchers mainly analyzed the first warning report of typhoon issued by Central Weather Bureau. The first issuance was released when there were 24 hours prior to invasion of Taiwan or Kinmen and Matsu within a range of 100 km by a typhoon that is forecast to be a category 7 in strength, which meant tourism destination had 24~48 hours to plan response measures and estimate loss provision of disaster.

Researchers collected typhoon data with warning report, and there were 22 typhoons from 2012-2015. Based on information of typhoon warning report, researcher matched the related typhoon disaster expenditure recorded by Northeast and Yilan Coast National Scenic Area Administration.

B. Typhoon Database (Central Weather Bureau)

Typhoon Database is released online and managed by Central Weather Bureau, Republic of China (Taiwan). Users can do basic search, advance search, and outlier search in the database. The basic research includes searching by category, viewing historical typhoon list, browsing typhoon list with warning report, and searching by distance. The advanced search contains searching by users’ definition, rainfall statistics, and wind speed statistics. In advance research, users can check typhoon information base on several criteria, including with or without warning report, latitude/longitude, and year. The outlier research supplies Weather Stations rainfall statistics, outlier basic information, and outlier searching by Weather Station. The outlier record contains rainfall, wind speed, central pressure of typhoon, and storm radius (Fig. 1). However, Typhoon Database is an interactive website. It does not provide users any file to download. [13]

Researchers used typhoon warning report which could be found in typhoon list with warning report of basic search. Central Weather Bureau issues two different kind of warning report, including sea warning report and land warning report. During typhoon warning period, the interval of issuance is 3 hours, with shorter intervals if necessary. The first warning report is released when there were 24 hours prior to invasion of Taiwan or Kinmen and Matsu within a range of 100 km by a typhoon that is forecast to be a category 7 in strength. Therefore, managers of tourism destination have at least 24 hours to make preparation.

We extracted information from typhoon warning report described as follow (Fig. 2) [13].
Fig. 1. The structure of typhoon database.

1) Issuing time and date: the issuing time and date of current typhoon warning report. The study only extracted and coded issuing date of typhoon.
2) Typhoon intensity and name: the intensity and international name. The studied re-coded intensity as ordinal variable.
3) Storm radius: The distance from the typhoon center to where the average wind speed drops to 14 m/s (for wind of category 7) and 25 m/s (for wind of category 10).
4) Forecast speed and direction: expressed in kilometers per hour and 16-point directions.
5) Near-center maximum wind speed: Average wind speed taken for 10 minutes, expressed in meters per second (kilometers per hour).
6) Instantaneous maximum gust speed: instantaneous peak wind speed, expressed in meters per second (kilometers per hour).
7) Map for forecast of typhoon's potential path: see Fig. 3 for reference. The study weighted each path according to the distance with Northeast tourism destination area.
8) Others: The study coded monthly amount of typhoon and monthly amount of typhoon approaching Taiwan according to the information of warning report.

C. Procedure of Coding

Typhoon Database does not provide files for users to download. Therefore, researchers have to build a file and code the data first before analyze.

Issuing date, typhoon name, storm radius, forecast speed, near-center maximum wind speed, and instantaneous maximum gust speed are coding as original data. Typhoon intensity, forecast speed and direction change, and paths of typhoons have to be re-coding. Besides, the study also codes monthly amount of typhoon and monthly amount of typhoon approaching Taiwan according to the information of warning report. The procedures of coding are described as follow.

1) Typhoon intensity: Typhoon warning report defines typhoon intensity as intense, moderate, and minor. The study re-cords typhoon intensity as number 3 to 1, which means weight intense typhoon as 3, moderate typhoon as 2, and minor typhoon as 1.
2) Forecast speed and direction change: there are two situations about forecast speed and direction change in Typhoon Warning Report. One is no extra description of forecast speed and direction change, then the study codes it as no change. The other situation is there is extra description of forecast speed and direction change, then the study codes it bases on the descriptive value.
3) Paths of typhoon: Central Weather Bureau distinguishes paths of typhoon as several categories [14] (Fig. 3). Typhoon Warning report disclosures typhoon potential path. The study weight path of typhoon according to the distance between path and Northeast tourism destination which reflects the level of influence from typhoon. Path category two and six are coded as 4, category one and three as 3, category seven and nine as 2, and others includes category four, five, eight are coded as 1.

D. Data Analysis

The discriminant analysis was used to describe the different typhoon characteristic variable that was considered to have impact on tourism destination. On the one hand, researchers extract typhoon characteristic variables, including typhoon intense, storm radius, forecast speed, near-center maximum wind speed, instantaneous maximum gust speed, typhoon potential path, monthly amount of typhoon, and monthly amount of typhoon approaching Taiwan.
On the other hand, Northeast and Yilan Coast National Scenic Area Administration provides expenditure of typhoon disaster of facility repairmen from 2012 to 2015. Researchers reorganizes the materials to match the related typhoon. Firstly, researcher organized the expenditure by month and match the date with related typhoon. Then we defined expenditures as two group - disaster expenditure occurring and no disaster expenditure.

### III. RESULT

There were 22 valid datasets in this study, and the percentage of validation was 100 percent. The discriminant analysis showed there was a significant canonical discriminant function. The eigenvalue of function one was 1.16, and the canonical correlation of function one was .73. The variability explained by the function one is 100 percent. the summary of canonical discriminant analysis showed function one had discrimination and explanation (Table I).

The magnitudes of standardized coefficients indicated how strongly the discriminating variables effect the score. The function one showed the standardized coefficient of weight of path was .79 and the standardized coefficient of amount of typhoon approaching was .63 (Table I).

Unstandardized coefficients were the mean of the discriminant function one scored by group for each function calculated. We could find that the weight of path group had a mean of 0.92 and the amount of typhoon approaching had a mean of 1.25 (Table I).

According to summary of canonical discriminant function, the path of typhoon and how many typhoon approaching Taiwan were two mainly factors to cause expenditures of Northeast tourism destination, especially path of typhoon.

Bringing typhoon characteristic variable into the discriminant function one could calculate the score of each case, and predict which expenditure category should each case belong. According to classification result, the percentage of observations that were predicted correctly in the no expenditure group was 81.8%, and were predicted correctly in the with expenditure group was 100%. The average percentage of correction of discriminant function one was 90.9% (Table II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original group</th>
<th>Predicted group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No expenditure</td>
<td>(81.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With expenditure</td>
<td>(100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standardized coefficients could be used to calculate the discriminant score for a given case. The score was calculated in the same manner as a predicted value from a linear regression, using the standardized coefficients and the standardized variables. In this study, the function scores would be calculated using the following equations:

\[
P = 0.92 \times \text{Weight of Path} + 1.25 \times \text{Amount of Typhoon Approaching} - 3.45
\]

If the score was equal or more than 0.01, the case was predicted as With expenditure. Otherwise, the score was less than 0.01, the case was predicted as No expenditure.

The study used Typhoon data and expenditure data in 2016 to test the discriminant function. There were 5 cases before the end of October, 2016 (Table III). After bringing the weight of path and the amount of typhoon approaching data into the function, the score of each case was calculated. If the score was equal or more than 0.01, the case was predicted as the with expenditure group, which meant the related typhoon would cause expenditure. Otherwise, the score was less than 0.01, the case was predicted as the no expenditure group, which meant the related typhoon would not cause expenditure.

Take Aere Typhoon as an example, the value of weight of path was 1, and the value of amount of typhoon approaching was 0. Brought those values into the function, the sore was -2.53 which was less than 0.01. Therefore, Aere Typhoon was predicted as no expenditure group (Table III).

The result of 2016 testing data in Table III illustrated only Nepratak Typhoon was mispredicted as no expenditure group. The percentage of testing data that were predicted correctly in the no expenditure group was 100%, and were predicted correctly in the with expenditure group was 66.6%. The average percentage of correction of discriminant function one was 80% (Table III).

### IV. CONCLUSION

**A. Discussion and Implications**

The research applied the open data titled “Typhoon database” which is retrieved from Taiwan Central Weather Bureau. The data was transformed and analyzed to assist managers of tourism destination in investigation before
typhoon disaster. Moreover, we could effectively determine which features of typhoon would lead to recovery loss. It allows the manager mapping out the preparation for typhoon disaster in advance.

The result found out that “the path of typhoon” and “the amount of typhoon within a month” are main factors. That is, if the path of typhoon is forecasted as category 2 and 3 from typhoon warning report, it is necessary to alert for precaution and prevention. Also, as being hit by several typhoons within a month, we need to notice the recovery of tourism destination and reinforce the precaution for suffering from second injury.

Furthermore, the data of 2016 was verified on the functions resulted from discrimination analysis. The research found out that the functions have the accuracy rate of 80% through verified examination. Due to the limits of data collection, tourism destination simply provided the data from 2012 to 2015. We suggest managers to strengthen the internal administrative data and proceed long-term collection, which can be incessant to revise and verify the predictive formula.

B. Limitation and Recommendations

As far as the user to the open database, the usability and handleability of data are extremely critical factors. As conducting the research, we discovered that open data-“typhoon database”-announced by Taiwan Tourism Bureau was designed as point-and-click website. Even though the pages are customized and interactive, most of the data do not provide files for download, which comprises the problem of usability. Moreover, typhoon warning report is given in pdf format. The data needs to be coded before analyzing which comprises the problem of handleability. Hence, the research suggests that typhoon database does not only provide web searching but for data download at one time, such as CSV and XML. Likewise, digitizing the data on typhoon warning report allows data field can be used directly, such as create typhoon warning report by XML.

Past studies also shows that in spite of open government database has been established, OGD cannot be effectively used by other organization units. Educational groups also lack the motivation of solving organization problem. The research was commissioned by Northeast and Yilan Coast National Scenic Area Administration for connecting and analyzing typhoon database. We thus discovered that governmental organizations are deficient in the specialty of interpreting data. Therefore, educational groups are encouraged to conduct the research with governments as open data publishes. Thereby, the value of data is magnified which surely stimulates the generation of creative activity.
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